
Gatekeeper
Gatekeeper is a miraculous Bindings Arc. It’s suitable for charac-

ters who have a special position as an intermediary between humanity
and something else—some Other that is harmful, malevolent, and/or
alien to ordinary people.

This Arc offers the following abilities:
ŭ Oblivious
ŭ (Other) Lore
ŭ Trap (starting at Arc 1)
ŭ World-Walking (starting at Arc 1)
ŭ Consult (starting at Arc 1)
ŭ Decree (starting at Arc 2)
ŭ Spell (starting at Arc 2)
ŭ Open the Gates (starting at Arc 2)
ŭ Arise (starting at Arc 3)
ŭ Empowerment (starting at Arc 4)
In addition, while you are pursuing the Arc Gatekeeper, you have

the special power Immortality (pg. XX, CWMGE).  

Choosing your Other
This Arc comes with an associatedOther, something strange and poten-
tially harmful that definitely doesn’t have a place in the ordinary world.
Whether you deal with this by banishing it, fighting it, or mediating it
to make coexistence possible—it’s still your Other!

Are you dealing with
ŭ Angry ghosts, whose unresolved business leads them to commit

acts of malice and hatred?
ŭ Youkai, demons, or whatever terminology you want to use for

“things that are basically monsters?”
ŭ The Bleak Academy?
ŭ Paranormal mysteries?
ŭ A shady, criminal underworld?
ŭ A secret “other world” or parallel dimension, and its inhabitants?
ŭ or something else?

 

Choosing your Principle
This Arc comes with an associated Principle—something you’re fight-
ing for. Something that gives you the strength and drive to deal with the
Other, or something you’re trying to achieve by doing so.

Are you fighting for
ŭ Hope?
ŭ Peace?
ŭ Survival?
ŭ Truth?
ŭ Memories?
ŭ Justice?
ŭ Pride?
ŭ Family?
ŭ a specific group or place, like your family restaurant?
ŭ …or something else?

Abilities
Oblivious
Type: Affliction, based on your Trust

Cost: —
If you are an NPC, this is based instead on someone else’s (being

a) Hero
You don’t see the wickedness in those closest to you. Or maybe you

refuse to see?

Any time you have 1+ points in the Trust Issue, the following rules
apply:

ŭ The HG can invokeOblivious as a justification for coincidences
or effects that help or encourage you to trust or believe (in) your
enemies.

ŭ The HG can invoke Oblivious to defend your relationship with
an enemy—if you try to cut the relationship off for good, or some-
one else tries to undermine it, it requires an action with [Strike ≥
your Trust].

ŭ Any time believing or trusting your enemies or rivals causes
meaningful trouble for you, the HG may give you up to your
Trust in Will or MP.

This power won’t make your NPC friends and family “go bad” un-
less that was their dramatic arc anyway—if you need a new enemy, go
make friends with one!  

(Other) Lore
Type: Imperial Miracle

Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—introduce a unique Other, 1/book
ŭ 1 MP—introduce a unique Other, a second or later time per book
ŭ 2MP—introduce a unique Other, a second or later time per chap-

ter
Invoke (Other) Lore to learn the story of a new Other. You can

target an Other that just showed up in play, or, you can describe an
Other and learn the story of the Other closest to matching that descrip-
tion. Specifically, upon your invocation of this power, you learn a few
sentences’ worth of information about that Other—either the HG gives
it to you, or they let you come up with it as a player. Then, if you de-
scribed an Other that wasn’t in the campaign setting at all, this functions
as a wish that brings them to the campaign setting in the near future or
the retroactive past. As an example, you could invoke (Other) Lore to
bring “an Other having something to do with death and the secrets of the
dead” into the game, and the HG would either tell you a little bit about
them or let you brainstorm it yourself. Or, you could invoke (Other)
Lore to learn about an Other that just showed up at your door.

Trap
Arc 1+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 1 MP—after hunting a troublesome Other for most of a chapter,

bind it
ŭ 2 MP—do so in the course of a few minutes or hours
ŭ 4 MP—do so instantaneously or retroactively.
Invoke Trap to tell the story of how you bind a troublesome Other.

If the Other hasn’t shown up in play before, tell the group a bit about it.
Then explain how you plan to limit its powers or mobility—e.g., trap-
ping it in a graveyard, binding it into a magical gem, or cursing it to be
unable to harm humans—including both what you plan to do and how
you plan to accomplish that.

This power functions as a wish:
“I wish I’d trap an Other like that in basically that way.”
For instance, you could declare that a mysterious bird youkai has

been causing trouble in the Maple Hill neighborhood, and that you’re
going to lure it into a magic circle and bind it into human form. Some-
thing like that definitely happens, either in the background or in play,
and because of Trap the magic circle is likely to succeed even without
any other relevant powers.

The effects typically linger until the end of the next book.



For sufficiently strong Others—Main Characters or “bosses”—this
power sometimes needs 3-5 applications, the earlier applications func-
tioning as a wish:

“I wish I’d almost trap an Other like that, basically that way,
and that afterwards I’d be measurably closer to succeeding next

time.”
For instance, you could declare that you’re going to trap Leonardo

de Montreal up a tree. You spend most of a chapter stalking him, and
finally you’ve managed to get a bit of discarded pocket lint you can use
as a symbolic link. Now you can trap him up a tree! … but he’s a Main
Character, so there’s a chance that when you do the grand tree-ing ritual
you only summon his astral body and he shouts at you angrily and the
ritual chalk lines pop and he’s back in his body and gone. Still, the first
steps have been taken. He’s notionally … more treed than he was. He’s
effectively got Bound for Good 1, with another 2-4 steps to go before
the Issue is telling him he’s done for!

Usually, if something’s going to go wrong—you’re going to catch
the wrong Other, or the Other has relevant miraculous defenses, or the
HG is going to interpret the wish in a fashion very lenient to the Other—
it’s going to happen on the very first go. The exception is in binding
PCs, where the player is perfectly entitled to use their Health Levels
and powers to defend themselves even after a 3-5-step imprisonment.

Arc 2. Starting at Arc 2, you can mitigate an Other’s frightful/alien
nature instead of trapping it—e.g., setting up a magical translator so it
can communicate with humans, or concealing a friendly Other’s true
nature from those around it

Arc 3. Starting at Arc 3, you can punish/rebuke an Other instead of
trapping them—banishing or transforming them in some fashion.

 

World-Walking
Arc 1+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 1 MP—after dedicated work for a chapter, enhance your percep-

tion/interaction
ŭ 4 MP—do so in the course of a few minutes or hours
ŭ 8 MP, 1 Deadly Wound—do so instantaneously.
Invoke World-Walking to attune your senses and body to hidden

or subtle things in some fashion. Tell the story of how you get there,
and this power allows you to perceive, communicate, and interact with
something normally intangible or elusive. With the right attunement,
you can sense the presence of a youkai possessing one of your class-
mates or see the emanations of a curse laid on a building, use a sword
to slice an entirely intangible spirit in two, or carry on a conversation
with a cosmic horror whose native language barely even qualifies as a
language at all.

This specifically takes the form of a wish:
“I wish I had an enhanced power of [communication? Perception?

Interaction?]”
You’ve learned this from your Other, but it’s not limited to your

Other.
The effects generally linger while sustained, and then until the end

of the next chapter.

World-Walking (Powered Up)
Arc 4+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 2 MP—after dedicated work for a chapter, enhance a neighbor-

hood/Region’s perception/interaction
ŭ 4 MP—do so in the course of a few minutes or hours
Starting at Arc 4, you may optionally attune the neighborhood or

Region to hidden or subtle things, granting everyone within it the ben-
efits ofWorld-Walking.

Consult
Arc 1+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—consult the Other, 1/chapter
ŭ 1 MP—do so a second or later time
Invoke Consult to tell the story of how you call upon the Other

for knowledge. Specifically, describe how you consult a defeated or
friendly Other about the situation, and why you’d imagine they’d know
something.

Then this power functions as a wish,
“I wish I could learn something about this from my Other.”
This power can produce quasi-meaningless ominous foreshadow-

ing, but it can’t actually fail … unless the Other not knowing anything
is meaningful and surprising information in itself.

Decree
Arc 2+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 0MP—startingmid-scene, impose your will on an Other, 1/chap-

ter
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter
ŭ 4 MP—do so at the beginning of a scene
You are empowered to command the Other, binding Other crea-

tures and effects (portals, spells, artifacts …) to your will with a spoken
pronouncement, menacing glare, or ritualized gesture. Decrees made
with this ability must either be a single, concrete imperative that hap-
pens within a single scene—“leave him alone,” “get out of here,” or
“help me save this puppy!”—or, if the Other is defeated, bound, or rela-
tively subservient, something that is rooted in your Principle. A demon-
hunting magical girl who fights for the Principle of “love” could order
an obeisant demon to help restore a relationship that it’s ruined nomatter
how long it takes, while a troubled youth working with a shady criminal
empire to preserve his family as a Principle of “survival” might order
defeated gangsters to make sure his siblings always have enough money
to eat.

At Arc 2, there’s an implicit try your best to—this functions as a
wish,

“I wish you’d try your best to fulfill my command.”
Arc 5. You may command the Other to do things it’s not actually

capable of; this functions as a wish,
“I wish you’d fulfill my command.”  

Spell
Arc 2+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost (Arc 2-3):
ŭ 1 MP—cast a spell on something, 1/chapter
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter
Cost (Arc 4+):
ŭ 1 MP—cast a spell
Invoke Spell to tell the story of how you call upon the Other for

power. Pick an Other that you’ve defeated, bound, or otherwise won
control over. Describe how you’re imbuing power into it, or imbuing
its power into something else. Form an Intention to do so. If the tar-
get is a minor NPC, this grants them an extraordinary capacity of some
sort—typically a little better than a level 2 magical or Superior Skill,
protected from interference by a level 1 Auctoritas—that lasts for 0-2
chapters. If the target is a Main Character, then this has the following
effects:

ŭ the target takes a Surface Wound (or a rough equivalent, for an
NPC) representing the immediate transformative impact of the
spell. They change in some fashion suitable to the enchantment
… but, since it’s just a Surface Wound, it’s a weaker effect than



you’d expect, both intrinsically manageable and not very impres-
sive. (For instance, if you set someone magically on fire, it will
be an unusually low-heat fire and relatively easy to put out.)

ŭ it also imposes or grants one of the following effects, which lasts
as long as the Wound:

ŭ an aura imposing +1 to the Obstacle (max 3) for certain
actions in the target’s vicinity

ŭ an aura granting +1 to the Tool bonus (max 3) for certain
actions in the target’s vicinity

ŭ a level 1 Auctoritas that protects some concept in the tar-
get’s vicinity

ŭ a level 1 regular Skill granted to the target or
ŭ a level 2 magical Skill granted to the target

The HG chooses the SurfaceWound transformation, but your Inten-
tion can influence things. It’s customary for you to choose the secondary
effect once the transformation is stated.

Arc 3. Starting at Arc 3, you have the option to impose a more
dramatic effect. The effects on a minor character last longer, are more
obvious, and can verge on the miraculous when nothing less will affect
the situation. The effects on a Main Character …

I’m not going to actually say “they’re a Serious Wound,” because
a character usually only takes a Serious Wound when their player opts
to accept one … but they’re something equivalent to that. Something
concealable and manageable with work, but more impressive than what
you’d see at Arc 2. For instance, if you set someone on fire, they
wouldn’t be able to put it out easily, but once they did, they’d be able
to wrap themselves in full-body fire-retardant clothing and a face wrap
to keep the fire under control.

In addition to the concrete/Wound-like effects, you can impose or
grant:

ŭ access to a miraculous power
ŭ a Region Property in the target’s vicinity
ŭ a level 2-3 magical or Superior Skill
ŭ or one of the four options above.
The effects linger for 0-2 books.
 

Spell (Powered Up)
Arc 4+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 4 MP at Arc 4
ŭ 2 MP at Arc 5
Starting at Arc 4, you can cast a spell that lasts indefinitely or while

sustained (your choice), imposes major immediate effects on the local
scale, and can inflict Deadly Wounds if resisted. (This is a matter of
scale, not a rule on its own—it’s still possible for someone to partially
resist and wind up with a Surface or Serious Wound, just as it is for any
other Deadly-Wound-inflicting effect.) The spell otherwise functions
as the power above. For instance, you could transform someone into a
twenty-foot tall fire elemental and grant them the miraculous power to
control existing fire.  

Open the Gates
Arc 2+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—open an impossible pathway, 1/book
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per book

ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter
Invoke Open the Gates to open an impossible pathway. Tell the

story of how you open or find or stumble on or follow the Other to a lit-
eral or metaphorical road crossing time, space, dimensions, or anything
else that’s needed—and, as long as there’s already a connection of some
sort between there and the story, this power will open it for you.

For instance, you could:
ŭ Cross between the boundaries of the ordinaryworld andwhatever

realm your Other inhabits, or back again.
ŭ Travel back in time to the origin of a threat that’s facing Town

today.
ŭ Discover the path to 136199 Eris on Big Lake.
ŭ Follow a demon that infests the memories of its victims into the

mindscape of its host (potentially bringing the other main char-
acters along with you).

ŭ Combat a wicked spirit whose presence is only manifested in the
performance of a play by weaving yourself (and other main char-
acters) into the diegesis of the performance, allowing you to dis-
rupt the spirit’s presence by completely derailing the narrative of
the play. Or

ŭ Explore the details of a ghost’s life in a vivid series of flashbacks
in a way that gives you insight into how to calm it so that it can
pass on to the afterlife.

 

Arise
Arc 3+

Type: Imperial Miracle
Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—find hope in a hopeless situation, 1/book
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per book
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time per chapter
Invoke Arise when all seems lost—when your Principle is under

threat, or broken—and you may grant a new capacity to an Other, or to
someone imbued with an Other’s power (via the power Spell.)

This functions as a wish:
“I wish you had the capacity for (this)”
For instance, if you’ve imbued yourself with the power of a butter-

fly youkai to grow wings, you could grant them the ability to disperse
hallucinogenic powder when flapped—essentially pulling a new ability
out of nowhere in a time of your greatest need. (Note that this partic-
ular example works because butterfly-based toxins are a common idea
in that particular game’s player’s social circle.)

At Arc 3, the powers you grant should be local or neighborhood-
scale; at Arc 5, they can be epic, Town-shaking effects.

Empowerment
Arc 4+

Type: Imperial Miracle, Ritual Power
Cost:
ŭ 0 MP—1/book, ritually empower yourself to act with or against

the Other
ŭ 2 MP—do so a second or later time per book
ŭ 4 MP—do so a second or later time in a given chapter
Invoke Empowerment to tell the story of how you work with a

friendly or defeated Other to achieve … an effect of your choice.
This power functions as a wish,
“I wish we could achieve something like this.”


